
WHAT YOU CAN DO TO ASSIST IN RECOVERY 

 

 

Learn about the disease of addiction and about recovery and how it can affect families. 

 

Keep your home alcohol and drug free if at all possible. 

 

Remember: 

• You did NOT cause the addiction 

• You can NOT cure or control your loved one’s addiction  

• You can NOT control your loved one’s recovery – you can not make someone 

recover 

 

Treatment is not recovery. Just because your family member has been in treatment, it 

doesn’t mean he or she is “all better”. Most work in Recovery happens after treatment. 

 

Remember that abstinence is not recovery. Just not using/drinking will not take care of 

the problems.  

 

Trust only the behavior change in your loved one. Promises and talk are not reliable.  

 

Don’t take the drug use or the resulting damage to your relationship personally. Your 

loved one did not use to hurt you or because of your behavior. He/she used the way they 

did because of the compulsion. 

 

Understand that recovery is a process and requires lasting change. The addiction did not 

happen overnight, neither will recovery. 

 

Be honest. Don’t “walk on eggshells” or keep secrets to try to shield your recovering 

family member. Nothing you do will make him or her use again. Each person is 

responsible for their own behavior.  

  

Set boundaries - share in a direct and loving way your concern about certain behaviors 

and be clear on what you are willing to do and tolerate and what you are not. Make your 

expectations known and confront problems honestly. Stick with the boundaries you set.  

 

Try to NOT enable your family member’s negative behaviors. You can do this by not 

rescuing them or protecting them from the natural negative consequences of their 

behavior as they must be held accountable for their actions in order to learn from their 

mistakes. Your loved one needs to accept personal responsibility for their behavior. 

 

A family is a living unit, and as one part of the unit changes, so must all the parts. Find 

time regularly to discuss problems and progress.  

 

  


